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the most assiduous study, calls for comprehensive know-
ledge and perpetual earnest endeavour.
But the fact that in the Christian Commonwealth so
much importance is attached to a strong moral sense, the
fact that this is used as a substitute for strict laws, modi-
fies individual character even more than objective morality.
As this moral sense is expected to discover the right
course of action in any given case without the help of a
law, so, vice versA, it is not considered satisfactory that the
right act should be done, unless the moral sense be active
in dictating it. Merely for the purpose of discovering
the right act the moral sense would often be unnecessary ;
in most cases the right act is determined for us by the
customs of society, or by our own previous experience of
similar cases. But the rule of the Christian Common-
wealth is, that though the feeling be not necessary to
discover the right act, yet the act must always be accom-
panied by the feeling. Therefore to perform an act of
kindness coldly, an act of self-denial reluctantly, an act
of forgiveness with suppressed ill-will, or any right act
whatever from interested motives, whether to escape
punishment or to win applause, or mechanically from a
habit of following fixed maxims, or from any other motive
except the moral sense, is to break the fundamental law
of the Christian Commonwealth. The Christian therefore
must, it appears, cherish a peculiar temperament, such
that every combination of circumstances involving moral
considerations may instantaneously affect him in a pecu-
liar way and excite peculiar feelings in him. He must
not arrive at the right practical conclusion after a calcu-
lation or a struggle, but by an instantaneous impulse.
Eightly to appreciate what the circumstances are may

